
Pax
SEATING SERIES



Armless Chair
Indoor/Outdoor

Chair Wedge
Indoor/Outdoor

Pax  Series
The Pax Seating Series combines superior durability and easy 
cleanability with its distinctive one-piece, rotationally molded 
modular design. Four uniquely shaped pieces make it easy to 
create comfortable, highly customizable lounge areas that are 
engineered to excel in both indoor and outdoor environments.

Bench
Indoor/Outdoor

Ottoman
Indoor/Outdoor



Features That Matter

UV Resistant 
Enhanced UV resistant formulation 
with ultraviolet light stabilizers 
helps to reduce fading.

Contraband Resistant
Specifically designed without any 
creases or nooks to mitigate the 
ability to hide contraband.

Molded-In Glides
Molded-in floor glides protect 
the floor from scratching without 
risking the safety of residents and 
staff.

Ballastable
Ballasting offers additional security 
by adding weight, reducing the risk 
of moving or throwing the chair.

Anti-Ligature Design 
The one-piece, roto-molded design 
eliminates pass throughs and tie 
offs, thus reducing ligature risk.

Built-In Drainage
A built-in drainage channel 
prevents pooling by allowing liquids 
to flow to the back of the seat and 
drain off the sides.

GreenGuard Gold 
Certified 
The highest level of GreenGuard 
Certification, this product meets 
strict health-based criteria for 
VOC emissions and total chemical 
emissions.

Bolt-Down & Ganging 
Capability
For additional security, this chair 
can be anchored to the floor 
with an optional bolt-down kit or 
fastened together with an optional 
ganging kit.

Extreme Durability 
The heavy-duty, durable design 
offers enhanced safety for 
residents and peace of mind for 
staff – even when positioned in 
unsupervised spaces.

Easy Cleanability
Bleach solutions and hospital-
grade cleaners can safely be used 
for sanitation without affecting the 
surface material or color.

Rounded Edges
Smooth, rounded edges provide a 
pleasing aesthetic and contribute 
to a safe design.

Recyclable
Made from molded polyethylene, 
this product is recyclable and 
environmentally friendly.



Interested in our products?
Call us to schedule a tour of our showroom:
630-231-1331
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